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Pypi install steps are missing the makemigrations command and therefore produce broken
installations
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Description
Based on the Plugin Writer's Coding Workshop Feedback, the installation issues, the pypi install commands are missing the
migrations and they produce broken installations.
Associated revisions
Revision a145d061 - 02/19/2018 10:12 PM - milan
Add the missing makemigrations Pypi install step
The Pypi installation instructions missed the makemigrations step.
Fixes #3362 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/3362
Revision a145d061 - 02/19/2018 10:12 PM - milan
Add the missing makemigrations Pypi install step
The Pypi installation instructions missed the makemigrations step.
Fixes #3362 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/3362

History
#1 - 02/13/2018 04:55 PM - ttereshc
Some discussion with that regard happened before, here:
https://pulp.plan.io/issues/3012
https://www.redhat.com/archives/pulp-dev/2017-September/msg00013.html
#2 - 02/16/2018 03:13 PM - bmbouter
- Priority changed from Normal to High
The PyPi installation docs are here: https://docs.pulpproject.org/en/3.0/nightly/installation/instructions.html#pypi-installation
I think it's separate from the db-reset script. I think the issue is that there is no step to makemigrations and there must be to produce a working
installation.
I think it's right that this be an issue because it's a defect in the installation guide. +1 to adding it to the sprint. It's high priority so I'm changing it to
high.
#3 - 02/16/2018 04:45 PM - dalley
- Sprint/Milestone set to 56
- Triaged changed from No to Yes
- Tags Documentation added
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#4 - 02/19/2018 04:14 PM - milan
- Status changed from NEW to ASSIGNED
- Assignee set to milan
#5 - 02/19/2018 05:42 PM - milan
- Subject changed from Pypi install commands are missing the migrations and they produce broken installations to Pypi install steps are missing the
makemigrations command and therefore produce broken installations
#6 - 02/19/2018 06:02 PM - milan
- Status changed from ASSIGNED to POST
#7 - 02/19/2018 06:03 PM - milan
The pull request: https://github.com/pulp/pulp/pull/3334
#8 - 02/19/2018 10:12 PM - milan
- Status changed from POST to MODIFIED
Applied in changeset pulp|a145d0611bbd3e1cbdf6bd22ef8a502d31c03369.
#9 - 03/09/2018 12:34 AM - bmbouter
- Sprint set to Sprint 33
#10 - 03/09/2018 12:35 AM - bmbouter
- Sprint/Milestone deleted (56)
#11 - 04/25/2019 06:46 PM - daviddavis
- Sprint/Milestone set to 3.0.0
#12 - 04/26/2019 10:36 PM - bmbouter
- Tags deleted (Pulp 3)
#13 - 12/13/2019 06:30 PM - bmbouter
- Status changed from MODIFIED to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
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